UIST’08 Best Paper Award

presented to

Andrew Wilson, Shahram Izadi, Otmar Hilliges, Armando Garcia-Mendoza and David Kirk

for their UIST’08 paper

Bringing Physics to the Surface
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UIST’08 Best Student Paper Award

presented to

Björn Hartmann, Loren Yu, Abel Allison, Yeonsoo Yang, and Scott Klemmer

for their UIST’08 paper

Design As Exploration: Creating Interface Alternatives through Parallel Authoring and Runtime Tuning
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UIST’08 Lasting Impact Award

presented to

Randy Pausch

for his contributions to UIST, in particular the UIST'91 paper

SUIT: The Pascal of User Interface Toolkits
Randy Pausch, Nathaniel R. Young II, Robert DeLine
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